
Voltas and Thies turn a new page in Indian textiles processing 
 
Voltas Limited has entered into an alliance with M/s Thies of Germany, to offer enhanced value to customers, and support the growth of Indian textiles to its fullest 
potential, by selling & servicing Thies products in India. 
 
The relationship promises to be a fruitful combination of complementary strengths: Voltas as a long-established provider of project solutions and technology support for 
Indian textiles; and M/s Thies with their global pre-eminence in solutions for the textile processing industry. 
 
The alliance will tap into the market potential of the processing segments, which offer unique opportunities for India to augment its share in the international textiles trade. 
Voltas and Thies will join forces to address a peculiar structural weakness in the industry, where spinning and garmenting have enjoyed significant growth, while weaving 
and processing have fallen far short of their true potential. 
 
Thies today is an internationally active, century-old enterprise with global leadership in dyeing equipment. To customers and interested textile companies, Thies offers 
access to their Research and Dye-house facilities for carrying out trials. As one of the first companies to introduce Quality Management Systems based on DIN EN ISO 
9001, Thies continue to strictly observe and follow these guidelines. 
 
The Thies product range includes jet & soft flow fabric dyeing machines, jiggers (high temperature and atmospheric), fully automated yarn dyeing machines and pressure 
dryers, loose stock bleaching and dyeing plants, laboratory and small-scale production dyeing machines, continuous and discontinuous tumblers, beam dyeing machines 
for yarn and fabric, heat recovery units, control technology for individual dyeing machines and total plants, fully automated plants and centralized overhead systems, dye 
house planning and design. 
 
Over the years, Voltas has earned the trust of both customers and principals through its core tenets of valuing all partners, and observing strict ethics in business. 
Together, the synergies of Voltas and Thies are sure to considerably elevate the standing of Indian textiles processing as a force in the global marketplace. 
 

 


